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Why we use massive-timber frames 

 

 

Timber framing is without any doubt the most sustainable building system 

compared to any other, i.e. with the highest performances at same costs, with 

the lowest costs at same performances, and considering as performances the 

needs linked to structural resistance, aesthetics, function and indoor wellness, 

and considering as costs both time, both the monetary ones, and those will be 

directly and undirectly on charge by the natural systems usually considered as 

environmental impacts. 

 

Well, about the performance of the fire resistance, timber framing with 

massive structural elements (MT) is the best solution compared to engineered 

wood such as laminated timber (LT) or cross laminated timber (CLT), because 

fire development and the consequent charring-rate of the structural elements is 

directly proportioned to the massive thickness and total mass of each single 

layer and exponentially proportioned to the flammability of the glue between 

each single layer. 

 

Laminated timber can be considered as a synonym of glued lumber beams 

and pillars, with a practically unlimited size of realization. But, the false 

advantage to guarantee more potential free-design than massive timber is in 

reality a counter advantage, first of all because it is very limited to low-temporal 

applications because of its glue-based technology and also the highest 

performer glue has a dead-time, second because the more it is high-tech the 

more a glue is flammable, third because the real origin of the LT technology 

comes from the need to re-use waste timber or lower-quality timber to produce 

new structural elements, and this is why LT has layers not thicker than 35mm. 
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About cross laminated timber we can make the same considerations and for 

some reasons I could say it is also worst than simple LT, because its 

application is foundamentally for prefabricated panel-walls and panel-floors 

crossed by water, electrical and gas pipe-lines. The difference from LT and 

CLT is the cross system used in CLT which makes possible a multidirectional 

resistance to heavy loads and the production of whole prefabricated walls and 

floors without structural elements such as posts and beams, but the fire 

resistance of both the systems is the same because fire doesn’t care about the 

nominal thickness of a wooden element but about the real thickness of each 

layer. For example, a LT beam 30cm high made with 8 layers of timber and 7 

layers of glue has the same fire resistance of a CLT panel-floor 30cm thick 

made of 8 layers of timber and 7 layers of glue. 

 

Completely different is the behavior of massive timber in fire conditions. For 

example, a massive timber beam 16x24cm has more than double fire resistance 

than a same size LT beam, and still higher than a 16x48cm LT. This is why 

White Oak Arkitecture’s structural timber framing systems are based on 

massive elements and joined without glue using exclusively ever lasting dry-

joint systems. At last but not least, it must be considered that in case of fire, 

glued elements produce toxic smokes while this risk doesn’t exist in massive-

timber-based framing systems. 

 

It is necessary that air temperature reaches 300°C to start a combustion of the 

wood surface, but while massive timber keeps longer the inner temperature 

and its structural stability because the charring process is an extraordinary 

natural heat insulator, with engineered timber the heat penetration is much 

faster and structural stability is faster compromised, first of all because the 

charring process is limited to uneffective depths with layers thinner than 

40mm, second because glue is a fire-accelerator. 

 

The natural process of charring is the reason why large section massive 

wooden structural elements have a higher fire resistance than steel beams with 

same height. Usually 3-4cm/h (0.5-0.65mm/min) is considered the average 

charring rate of massive softwood timber such as fir and pine, higher the fire 

resistance of white oaks, while fire resistance of fir and pine LT and CLT is 6-

12cm/h (1-2mm/min) depending on how quickly the charred layers fall off. 

These data well explain why for example a massive beam 16x24cm continues 

to perfectly work as a safe structural support after one hour of combustion 

while a similar situation of LT or CLT collapses faster in less than half hour, or 
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because a similar steel or concrete structures need chemical fire-protection to 

avoid their collapse even if they are apparently intact. 

 

Charring is the secret and it is possible only with massive timber. Adhesives, 

on the contrary, are the main failure reason of LT and CLT systems in therms 

of fire resistance, usually in melamine-urea-formaldehyde (MUF) or poly-

urethane (PU) which are highly flammable with cancerogenous smokes. 
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